Founding Philosophy

AirFUN - the most relaxed and
unrestrained new gaming experience
AirFUN was initially established with the idea that the content and variety of casino games
commonly found in online casino games in Taiwan are produced and sold by the company
itself, and the speed of production is often limited by the size of the company. As players'
appetite grows, the AirFUN team is thinking that if games can be sourced from all over the

world, the platform will be more diverse and better suited to any player's preferences.
Players will be able to play more famous games without having to travel abroad.
We are breaking the traditional framework and thinking from the player's point of view, by
creating a personal brand that allows more participants to get more rewards than just
playing the game. We have created a unique business model that allows players to be more
than just players. For game providers, the interface specification has been standardized so
that there are no waiting lists and no restrictions on access to games. The scheduling of the
game is no longer controlled by the operator, but by the game providers themselves.
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Environment & Background

Introduction to the Casual
casino environment
The gaming industry has maintained rapid
growth over the past 20 years. It is estimated that
by 2025, the global gaming user base will reach
1.09 billion and the market size of the gaming
industry will reach US$335 billion. With the
gaming industry continuing to heat up and the

rise and influence of 5G development, the casual
gaming industry is growing even more
explosively. The number of online casual gaming
users is growing at an exponential rate every year.
The global casual gaming market will reach nearly
US$60 billion by 2020, which has high stickiness,
high retention, and high ARPU compared to other
games. According to AppAnnie's best-selling

charts, games in the casual gaming genre
consistently account for about 20% to 30% of the
top 100 best-selling games in the category.
In Taiwan, many game providers have started to
transform into the casual gaming market, such as

About AirFUN
AirFUN is a product of Wayi International Digital
Entertainment Co., Ltd., a listed company. With
many years of experience in the gaming industry,
Wayi is a pioneer in online gaming in Taiwan. In
order to expand overseas and international
markets, enrich the company's product line and
diversify its development, AirFUN has set up a
project team to develop game platform products.
Upon completion of the development, we
announced the news to the public and formally
established the AirFUN Platform Department. The
AirFUN platform development team has
professional technical staff and experienced
casino platform planners to continue to provide
users with a variety of well-made, interesting, and

fun slot games. In the future, we will integrate
various innovative and fun games such as sports,
lottery, chess, fishing, and videos, aiming to
create an ecosystem of complete and enjoyable
gaming experiences.

IGS, UJ, and X-Legend, and have all delivered
good results after entering the casual gaming
market.

Target Market
With a global perspective, we need to target key regions. In the initial stage of the launch, we will focus
on Singapore and Malaysia as our trial operation and continue to market these two regions. In the
future, when the two major regions are mature, we will cooperate with major manufacturers in Europe
and the United States to expand our business in the region, so that AirFUN will be known worldwide.
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AirFUN Operation Strategy
Platform Content and Advantages

【PWA】
AirFUN uses H5 technology, which provides lightweight downloads to offer users the best
experience. Fast, light volume, and high quality. Play anytime, anywhere. The multi-window
function allows users to play more games at the same time. Users can open multiple AirFUN
web pages and place bets all at once. The system syncs users' total iSota automatically so they
can earn iSota from multiple pages at the same time.

【Responsive Presentation】
The AirFUN platform is designed to accommodate a wide range of window widths. Users can
enjoy AirFUN on any device without feeling the difference in operation.
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AirFUN Operation Strategy
Platform Content and Advantages

【Cyberpunk Themes】
Cyberpunk is a melting pot of cultures and fits in with the new and diverse image of AirFUN,
with its theme of combining low-end life with high technology and a special social structure.

【Achievements & Leaderboards】
In the game, there are various ways to play, such as activity achievement, achievement in
battle, achievement in gameplay, achievement in maximum winning multipliers, and ranking
in each game hall. In an open and transparent game environment, players can share the fun
and compete for rankings.

【Transparent Game History】
The platform provides players with their own game data and video replay technology. In the

event of a problem or dispute, players can confirm the status of their gameplay and protect
their rights. The platform also provides a comprehensive process and customer service
channels to help players deal with problems quickly.
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AirFUN Operation Strategy
Platform Content and Advantages
【Game Types】
In order to enrich the diversity of games, AirFUN has already launched several Casual Slots
and has started to sign contracts with other Slot production companies. In the future, the
AirFUN platform will offer thousands of popular games in different styles. The AirFUN
platform will also be launching casual casinos such as sports, lottery, chess and cards, fishing,
and video games, providing AirFUN users with a more diverse and fun gaming experience.

【Diversified Payment Channels】
AirFUN is not limited by region, and can also add various payment channels. At the beginning
of the launch period, EC Pay, Gamesberry, and OffGamers have already provided various
payment methods for various customer groups. In the future, more payment methods will be
added to allow players to access AirFUN easily and quickly.
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AirFUN Operation Strategy
Brander Mechanism

【iSota Introduction】
iSota is the game currency used on the AirFUN platform. Users can purchase it through the Game

Shop. After purchasing and redeeming, players can use the iSota for all games on the platform and
future releases.

【Brander Culture】
AirFUN believes that the best way to spread the word about games is through friends, allowing
Players themselves to integrate the game into their own lives. The platform offers a brander system
to enhance the connection and interaction between players.

【Introduction to Branders】
The AirFUN platform is an open Causal Casino platform that provides the safest, most stable, and
fastest H5 gaming experience. In the Causal Casino concept, the game does not focus on simulating
the experience of being in a casino, but rather on the fun of playing in a light and casual way, and on
the social interaction between players. In terms of social interaction, community leaders and players
with a high level of social activity are indispensable. The AirFUN platform also relies on the influence
of community leaders, which has led to the concept of branders. The so-called branders are those
who promote and communicate the AirFUN platform games between the community and social

platforms.

【Rules for Branders】
Branding is the soul of the platform, so AirFUN places great importance on branding, and not just
anyone can become a brander.
If there are community leaders and active players who are interested in becoming branders for
brand promotion, they should write to AirFUN officials for application and qualification review.
Once the application is approved, AirFUN will create a brander account for them and they will be

able to complete the brander application.
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AirFUN Operation Strategy
Brander Mechanism
【Brander Rewards】
When an individual becomes a brander, he or she becomes a promoter of the AirFUN platform.
Branders can launch their own iSota with their name based on their own account, and give it to their
friends to experience the game through the QPP E- Backpack application, thus building brand
awareness and creating their own AirFUN community.
In addition, to thank the branders for their efforts in promoting the AirFUN game platform, AirFUN
will provide additional game rewards every month according to the activity level of the AirFUN
social circle established by the branders, in order to thank the branders for their management of the
social circle.

【AirFUN x QPP Branders' Convenient Choice】
The QPP E- Backpack is a multi-functional application platform. Users can create, transfer and
redeem items on the platform using their mobile phone number as a login. Whether it is creating an
item, transferring it to another person, redeeming it for services at check-in, or presenting it for
identification, everything can be done within QPP.
The AirFUN platform utilizes the QPP E- backpack technology. Users can directly scan the QR Code
to download QPP and use it to log in to the AirFUN platform. Branders can use the QPP E- backpack
to give their friends some free iSota to try out the games, allowing them to enter the AirFUN
gaming world without any barriers.
When you are not playing, you can use the QPP OUT function to export your iSota to your QPP Ebackpack to safely manage your iSota and prevent it from being stolen or transferred.
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AirFUN Operation Strategy
Game Providers
【Online Self-Service】
We provide the most comprehensive specifications and testing pages so that you and your game
development team no longer have to track the progress of the operator's access. Everything will be
adjusted by you, and you will be able to truly grasp the presentation after access, creating the most
comfortable bridge between you and your players.

【Unified Interface】
We have integrated the needs of the industry and standardized a unified interface for all
types of games. No matter what type of game you supply, if you refer to the interface
specification, you can quickly understand the industry's requirements and work together
to create a product that meets market expectations.
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Technology
Servers
We use the cloud services of the world's most famous company (Google). Google has built the
entire Google Cloud with the concept of one big data center worldwide, which covers 6+ Regions,
18 Zones, and over 100 POP points, and a global fiber-optic network layout for all Google Cloud
Platform users.
We want users to experience the benefits of using Google Cloud without having to worry about
the distance between data centers and having access to them at any time, so that the benefits of
the Internet can be truly realized.
Google Data Centre is a global data center layout that geographically separates data centers by
Region and physically separates each individual data center by Zone.

【Region】

【Zone】

The global data centres are geographically

A Zone is a data center unit. Each Zone is

separated into Regions, including us-east1,

independent of each other in terms of power,

us-west1, us-central1, asia-east1,

network, water, and so on so that users can

asia-northeast1, europe-west1, etc. Users can

deploy different Zones to increase the

deploy services across Regions for off-site

reliability of their own services and continue to

redundancy or global deployment planning.

extend their Internet coverage from Google
Data Centre to POPs around the world. It will
enable faster global data transfer and network
connectivity through the Google Fiber cascade.
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Technology
Web Pages
Hybrid SSR + SPA

【Single Page Application Technology】
When a web page is being browsed, every time the web address changes, it has to communicate
with the server and reload the web page, causing users to wait. With Single Page Application
technology, users do not have to reload each time the web address changes. The switching between
pages is very fast and provides a better user experience. No need to re-render the whole page, only
partial refresh is required, which reduces the pressure on the back-end server to a certain extent.
The back-end application only needs to provide the API and does not care whether the client is a
web interface or a mobile phone. However, Single Page Application may take too long to load the
web page for the first time. The loading of the web page is still dependent on the user's network
environment and device performance.
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Technology
Web Pages
Hybrid SSR + SPA

【Server Site Render Technology】
By allowing a high-performance server to load the pages instead of the user, it saves time for each
user to load the pages. Users do not need to download a bunch of JS and CSS before they can see
the page. This also reduces the power consumption on the client-side for less powerful mobile or
tablet devices. The key SEO information can be rendered directly into HTML in the backend. This
guarantees that search engine crawlers will be able to crawl the key information to achieve the
"shortest wait time" user experience.
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Technology

WebSocket
WebSocket is a network transport protocol that allows full-duplex communication over a single TCP
connection and is located at the application layer of the OSI model. The WebSocket protocol was
standardized by the IETF in 2011 as RFC 6455 and later supplemented by RFC 7936.
WebSocket makes it easier to exchange data between the client and the server, allowing the server to

actively push data to the client. In the WebSocket API, the browser and server only need to complete a
single handshake to establish a sustainable connection between them and to transfer data in both
directions, incurring less control overhead. Once the connection is established, the packet headers used
for protocol control are relatively small when exchanging data between the server and the client.
Greater performance in real-time. As the protocol is a full-duplex, the server can actively send data to
the client at any time. This is significantly less delayed than HTTP requests, which require the server to
wait for the client to initiate a request before responding and maintains a connection.

Unlike HTTP, WebSocket requires a connection to be established first. This makes WebSocket a stateful
protocol that can be used to omit some of the status information when communicating later.
Better binary support. WebSocket defines a binary frame. Compared to HTTP, WebSocket can handle
binary content more easily. Support extensions. WebSocket defines extensions. Users can extend the
suite of protocols and implement some of the customized sub-protocols.
Because of these advantages, WebSocket is widely used in areas such as instant messaging, real-time
audio and video, online education, and gaming.
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Technology

【WebSocket operation diagram】
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Technology
Programming Languages
We use PHP, which is a common language in the industry. PHP has a rich library of functions, with new
ones being added and updated continually. This allows for better resources in programming and
works well on almost any platform. It is fast to develop, fast to run, and fast to learn the technology
itself. Because PHP can be embedded in HTML languages, it is a great alternative to other languages.
PHP is easy to edit and highly practical. As PHP is a server-side script, it can run on UNIX, LINUX,
WINDOWS, Mac OS, Android, and other platforms, and the mainstream technologies support PHP,
such as WebService, Ajax, XML .... etc., its applicability is extremely high. At present, there are more
than 20 million websites using PHP worldwide, including Yahoo, Google, Baidu, YouTube, Sina,
Tencent, and other famous Internet companies, all use PHP language to develop their own systems.
PHP is one of the most popular development languages.

【2021 Programming Language Ranking】
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Technology
Databases (Cloud SQL & Memorystore)

【Cloud SQL】
With Google's fully managed service, Cloud SQL automatically ensures the stability, security, and
scalability of your database so that your business can continue to operate without interruption.
Cloud SQL automates all backup, replication, encryption, patching, and capacity enhancement
operations while ensuring over 99.95% availability for performance-hungry workloads. With up to
60,000 IOPS, Cloud SQL delivers stability anywhere, anytime. In the future, it will easily scale
upwards as data volumes grow, supporting up to 64 processor cores and over 400 GB of RAM and
30 TB of storage, with the ability to add read-only spares to handle increasing read traffic, comply
with international standards SSAE 16, ISO 27001, PCI DSS and HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act), and automatically encrypt your data.

【SQL Benefits】
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Technology
Databases (Cloud SQL & Memorystore)

【Memorystore】
With Google's fully managed services, Memorystore integrates identity and access management
features and uses a virtual private cloud and private IP, so it is not affected by security issues on the
Internet. All of this is designed to protect data. In addition, the system is monitored 24/7 to ensure
that applications and data are safe and secure. The system not only supports clusters up to 5TB but
can also handle millions of queries per second with extremely low latency. The standard-grade
Memorystore for Redis executor offers a 99.9% availability service level agreement and automatic
failover features to ensure the high availability of the executor. Memcached executors also offer the
same availability service level agreement.

【Memorystore Connection Flowchart】
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Technology
System (Google Kubernetes Engine)

With Google Full Colocation Service, Google Site Stability Engineers (SRE) provides GKE cluster full
colocation service to ensure that clusters are always available and up-to-date. Resource utilization
(CPU and memory) automatically schedules resources for application deployment operations.
Global load balancing technology to help you distribute incoming requests across multiple regions
of the execution pool. For a small fee, you can enjoy the ultimate in performance, high total
throughput, and low downtime network services. The 99.5% Service Level Agreement not only

provides high availability but also integrates multi-region deployments.

Roadmap
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Conclusion
AirFUN platform is different from the traditional way of Casual casino, combining QPP digital backpack
technology to create a new blockchain game, and through Single Page Application, Server Site Render

technology, combined with PWA lightweight download method, to create a Casual casino platform
without regional restrictions. In the future, the AirFUN platform will strive to develop more quality and
different Casual casinos, and become the premium promoter of Casual casinos.

Disclaimer
The AirFUN platform is a Casual casino platform and members are prohibited from using the AirFUN
membership service for any commercial activities. If there are any private transactions between members,
the company will not be responsible for the results or disputes. A game shop is built-in and game points
must be paid separately to use it. Once game points have been purchased and exchanged for game coins,
they cannot be refunded or exchanged for cash for any reason. AirFUN platform games are for
educational and entertainment purposes, not for cash trading. Users are advised not to engage in illegal
transactions of game currency. This is a chance-to-win product and consumers are not guaranteed a
specific product by purchasing or participating in an event. The AirFUN platform development and

operation team believes that there are numerous risks involved in the development, maintenance, and
operation of the game. Each participant should read, understand and carefully consider the contents of
this White Paper, in addition to those described herein.
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